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1. Title of the Invention 

Entry Reservation Device 

2. Claims 

(1)     An entry reservation device characterized in that in an entry management device 

that opens an entrance gate and makes entry possible when an IC reservation card is 

inserted into an entry reservation registration device installed at the entrance of a site, 

while in said IC reservation card, a memory part in order to store reservation data 

comprising the reservation time zones of a site and the site code, and a display unit in 

order to display this reservation data are provided, 
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in said entry reservation registration device, a display unit in order to display a 

reservation schedule table comprising the time zones that can be reserved and the number 

of empty seats therein, and a reservation acceptance means stored in the memory part of 

the IC reservation card that has had a reservation time zone selected from within this 

reservation schedule table inserted together with a site code, and a reservation totaling 

means that coimts down the number of empty seats of said reservation schedule table 

every time a reservation is accepted and displays this in the display part, and stops 

accepting reservations when the empty seats are gone, and a reservation check means that 

reads the reservation data entered in the memory part of the IC reservation card that has 

been inserted, and, in the event the time zone and site code thereof match, opens the 

entrance gate and makes entry possible, are provided. 

(2) The entry reservation device described in Claim 1 characterized in that, while a 

money amount memory is provided in said IC reservation card, in said entry reservation 

registration machine, a reservation money collection means that collects the prescribed 

reservation money from said money amount memory every time the reservation 

acceptance means accepts a reservation, and a balance reconciliation means that, at the 

time of entry, collects from said money amount memory the balance, that is the 

reservation money subtracted from the entrance fee, are provided. 

3. Detailed Description of the Invention 

(Industrial Field of Application) 

The present invention relates to a suitable entry reservation device used at various 

kinds of expositions and leisure lands and the like. 

(Prior Art) 

At various kinds of expositions and leisxire lands when a booth, pavilion or 

amusement facility and the like (hereinafter generally termed, simply, "site") becomes 

fiill, the gate is closed and visitors are made to wait in line at the entrance until the time 

of the commencement of the next performance, but because many personnel are required 
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to control these visitors, there is the economic problem that the personnel costs keep 

increasing, and when there are many visitors, in addition to the problems that the danger 

of an accident occurring increases due to crowding, and that the effective space is taken 

over by the line, problems like becoming a hindrance to coming and going and the area 

becoming dirty due to trash have occurred. Furthermore, as for the visitors lined up, there 

have been such problems as that the time is wasted because they cannot go to other sites 

during that time, and that they become sick when waiting for a long time in the cold and 

in the heat, and the amelioration of these various problems has come to be greatly 

desired. 

Accordingly, up to now, resolving the various problems mentioned above, such as 

congestion due to lines and wasting time, by means of handing out numbered tickets and 

reservation tickets to visitors in advance, or using a card system for reservations as seen 

in Japanese patent kokai pubUcation Hei 1-134565 have been considered. 

(Problems that the Invention Is To Solve) 

However, because to issue the above-mentioned numbered tickets and reservation 

tickets, special personnel therefor become additionally necessary, there is the problem 

that personnel must increase to that extent, and, in addition, because it is necessary to 

issue numbered tickets and reservation tickets to match the time of the commencement of 

a performance and the number of seats in a site and the like, control thereof is extremely 

troublesome and there were cases of making a mistake in the number issued and receiving 

duplicate reservations and inconveniencing visitors. 

On the other hand, in the case of the card system described in the above- 

mentioned publication, because reservations were accepted in the order a card was 

inserted into a reservation acceptance device, it was not possible to freely select the 

reservation time to match one's own schedule, and when multiple sites or facilities were 

reserved, there was also the problem that the times overiapped and entry became 

impossible. 
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Furthermore, even if one issued numbered tickets and reservation tickets properly 

and used the above-mentioned card system and reserved the time, there are many cases of 

visitors forgetting the time of the commencement of the performance, and visitors going 

to other sites at that time, and not getting in when they return, particularly, that 

disadvantage was a substantial problem when there was a fee for admission. 

Consequently, the technical objects of the present invention are to provide an 

entrance reservation device devised so that the time of entry into the various sites and 

facilities and the like can be freely, and moreover, automatically reserved in accordance 

with the intention of the visitor, and in addition, so that entry management based on cards 

also can be automatically and accurately carried out, furthermore, so that the cancellation 

of reservations can be reduced as much as possible. 

(Means for Solving the Problems) 

The means devised in the present invention in order to accomplish the above- 

mentioned technical objects are as follows. 

» 

In an entry management device that can open an entrance gate and make entry 

possible when an IC reservation card is inserted into an entry reservation registration 

machine installed at the entrance to a site, 

(1) In the above-mentioned IC reservation card, a memory part to store reservation data 

comprising the reserved time zone of a site and the site code, and an display unit in order 

to display that reservation data are provided. 

(2) In the above-mentioned entry reservation registration machine, a display part to 

display a reservation schedule table consisting of the time zones that can be reserved and 

the number of empty seats therefor, and a reservation acceptance means that can cause the 

reserved time zone selected from within this reservation schedule table, together with the 

site code, to be stored on the IC reservation card that has been inserted, and a reservation 

totaling means that counts down and displays in a display part the empty seats of the 
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above-mentioned reservation schedule table every time a reservation is accepted and 

stops accepting reservations ^en there are no more empty seats, and a reservation check 

means that reads the reservation data stored in the memory part of the IC reservation card 

that has been inserted, and opens the entrance gate and makes entry possible when that 

time zone and the site code match, are provided. 

(3) While a money amount memory is provided in the above-mentioned IC reservation 

card, in the above-mentioned entry reservation registration machine, a reservation money 

collection means that collects the prescribed reservation money from the above- 

mentioned money amount memory every time the reservation acceptance means accepts a 

reservation, and a balance reconciliation means that, at the time of entry, collects from the 

above-mentioned money amount memory the balance, that is the reservation money 

subtracted from the entrance fee, are provided. 

(Operation) 

(1) As for the essential elements of (1) mentioned above, by displaying the reservation 

time zone and site code stored in the memory part of an IC reservation card that has been 

purchased or leased in advance in the display part of the same IC reservation card, 

accxirately comprehending one's own reservation status is regarded as possible. 

(2) As for the essential elements of (2) mentioned above, while, by seeing the reservation 

schedule table displayed in the display part of an entry reservation registration machine, 

comprehending the reservation status of each time zone by the number of reserved seats 

thereof, and reserving a time zone suited to one's own schedule, this reservation data can 

be caused to be stored in one's own IC reservation card, at the time of entry, when this IC 

reservation card is inserted into an entry reservation registration machine and all the 

conditions of the reservation time zone and the site code match, a gate is opened and 

entry is made possible, consequently, that the reservation procedure and the entry 

management are all completely automatically and accurately carried out is made possible. 
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(3) As for the essential elements of (3) mentioned above, while the rate of visitors' 

cancellations without notice can be reduced as much as possible, because the reservation 

fee is taken from the money amount memory of the IC reservation card at the time of 

reserving and becomes a prepayment state, at the time of entering, because the balance is 

automatically taken out from the money amount memory, when entering with a 

reservation the trouble of exchanging cash is eliminated, consequently, a great reduction 

in entry management labor is made possible. 

Because of the above, the above-mentioned technical objects are accomplished by 

means of the above-mentioned means, and the above-mentioned former technical 

problems can be solved. 

[Embodiment] 

Below, a suitable embodiment of the entry reservation device of the present 

invention mentioned above is explained in detail with reference to the attached figures. 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view that depicts an example of the installation of the entry 

reservation device of the present invention. In the figure, P is the site of various kinds of 

pavilions and booths or amusement facilities and the like. Pa is the entrance. G depicts 

the gate device provided at the entrance Pa. And, 1 depicts the entrance reservation 

registration machine installed at the outside of the entrance Pa. 

FIG- 2 depicts an exterior view of the above-mentioned entrance reservation 

registration machine 1. In the figure, a large display device is, as a whole, indicated by 

reference character 2. 3 indicates the insertion opening of the IC reservation card 10 

mentioned later. Furthermore, a key device is indicated, as a whole, by reference 

character 4. 

The above-mentioned display device 2 comprised a general display part 2S that 

displays the time and various messages and the like, and a reservation display part 2T in 
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order to display a reservation schedule table. In the reservation display part 2T the 

reservation code number display part 2a, and the reservation time zone display part 2b, 

and the display part 2c for reservation cursor 2e use, and the number of empty seats 

display part 2d are, respectively, formed up and down in a multi-column format. And, the 

number of empty seats is entered in a mechanisni that displays a sequential countdown 

every time a reservation comes in. 

Meanwhile, the above-mentioned key device 4 comprises a selection key 4a in 

order to move the above-mentioned reservation cursor 2e up and down, and a registration 

key 4b that is used when registering a reservation, and a correction key 4c that is used 

when correcting a reservation. Furthermore, display lamps 4bR and 4cR are provided on 

the registration key 4b and the correction key 4c. 

Furthermore, the code number IT of the site P is displayed on the front part of the 

entry reservation registration machine 1, and the present invention is contrived so that, 

when making a reservation, this code number IT, together with the reservation time, is 

written to the memory part of the IC reservation card 10 mentioned later. 

Furthermore, 9 indicates a terminal for external connection use that is used when 

connecting to external equipment such as a host computer, and IR indicates a cable for 

external connection use. 

FIG. 3 is a front view of the IC reservation card 10 mentioned above. In the 

figure, 11 is a display unit that displays an amount of money such as the reservation data 

or other messages. 12 is an alarm device ibat sounds an alarm sound before the reserved 

time. 13 indicates the signal terminal that carries out the transmitting/receiving of the 

various data between the entry reservation registration machine 1 and the IC reservation 

card 10 by bemg connected to the main body signal terminal 5 of the entry reservation 

registration machine 1 side shown in FIG. 4. Furthermore, reference character 14 

indicates the key device as a whole. 
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The above-mentioned key device 14 comprises a key 14a for displaying the 

present time, a key 14b for displaying the balance, a key 14c for displaying the card 

number, a key 14d for sending displayed data, a key 14e for reservation registration, a 

money amount key 14f used for displaying the amount of money used in the reservation, 

a key 14g for setting an alarm, a key 14h for registering an alarm, and an OFF key 14i. 

FIG. 4 indicates the constitution of the card processing part 6 provided inside the 

insertion opening 3 of the above-mentioned entry reservation registration machine 1. In 

the figure, 3 a indicates a guide way, 7 indicates a card sensor, 8 indicates a motor that 

rotates a card feed roller 8R. And, the above-mentioned main body signal terminal 5 is 

provided to the inner part of the above-mentioned guide way 3 a and devised to be 

connected to the signal terminal 13 of the IC reservation card 10 that is fed in, in 

accordance with the rotation of the roller 8R. 

FIG. 5 is a block diagram that depicts the electrical constitution of the above- 

mentioned entry reservation registration machine 1 and the IC reservation card 10. The 

drive circuit IK of the entry reservation registration machine 1 is constructed using a 

microcomputer. 

Namely, 20 in the figure is the CPU that constitutes the core of the above- 

mentioned microcomputer, and the above-mentioned display device 2, the key device 4, 

the display lamps 4bR, 4cR, the main body signal terminal 5 that comprises the card 

processing part 6, the card sensor 7, and the card feed motor 8 are coimected to this CPU 

20; furthermore, via the above-mentioned cables IR, the above-mentioned gate device G 

and gate sensor GS for detecting visitors are connected, in addition, memory 21 

composed of ROM and RAM and a clock cuxuit 22 that generates a standard time signal 

are connected, respectively amounting to a contrivance controlled and operated in 

accordance with a system program stored in the ROM of the memory 21 based on the 

supervision of the CPU 20. 
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Furthermore, data for reservation scheduling use, like the reservation codes and 

the reservation time zones or the number of empty seats, are stored in the RAM of the 

above-mentioned memory 21 and constituted so that the number of empty seats, 

particularly, are counted down every time a reservation is registered. 

Furthermore, the IC reservation card 10 is constructed using an IC chip, 30 is the 

CPU that forms the core thereof. To this CPU 30, the above-mentioned display unit 11, 

alarm device 12, signal terminal 13, and key device 14 are connected. Furthermore, 

memory 31 comprised of ROM and RAM, and the display lamp 32 embedded in each 

key 14a - 14i of the above-mentioned key device 14, and a battery 33, and a clock circuit 

34 that sends a standard time signal are connected. 

Next, the procedure when reserving an entry time using the above-mentioned 

entry reservation registration machine 1 and the IC reservation card 10, and the procedure 

when setting the alarm device of the IC reservation card 10, and the procedure when 

entering a site P usmg this IC reservation card 10 are explained based on the flowcharts 

depicted in figures FIG. 6 through FIG. 8. 

In reserving an entry time, in step SI a previously purchased IC reservation card 

10 is inserted into the insertion opening 3 of the entry reservation registration machine 1. 

When this is done, the card feed motor 8 opiates due to card detection by the card sensor 

7, and the roller 8R pulls the IC reservation card 10 in and connects the signal terminal 13 

with the main body signal terminal 5 of the entry reservation registration machine 1 and 

the next step S2 is proceeded to. 

In the next step S2 the data of the memory 31 of the IC reservation card 10 is 

called up by means of the connection of both of the above-mentioned signal terminals 5 

and 13, and the next step S3 is proceeded to. 
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In step S3, it is determined whether or not time reservation data of the same site 

already exists in the memory 31, that is, whether or not a reservation of the same site has 

aheady been completed; and in the event that there is no reservation (NO), step S4 is 

proceeded to, and in the event that there is a reservation (YES), step S16 is proceeded to. 

In the next step S4, the balance of the money amount memory of the IC 

reservation card 10 is checked, and it is determined whether or not there is the amount of 

money that can reserve the time of the site concemied, and whereas in the event there is 

the amount of money (YES), step S5 is proceeded to and the guide of the reservation 

procedure and the like is displayed in the general display part 28 of the entry reservation 

registration machine 1, in the event there is not the amount of money (NO), step SI 8 is 

proceeded to and a message to the effect that "Reservation cannot be made due to 

insufficient money" is displayed in the above-mentioned general display part 2S, and, 

next, step S19 is proceeded to and card discharge is carried out by means of the reversal 

of the card feed roller 8, and reservation processmg stops. 

Furthermore, in the above-mentioned step S16, the display of "Same site duplicate 

reservations are not possible" is carried out m the above-mentioned general display part 

2S; next, in step SI7, card discharge is carried out making duplicate reservations 

impossible. 

In step S6, a visitor carries out the reservation operation in accordance with the 

guide display of step S5. The reservation operation is carried out by operating the 

selection key 4a and moving the cursor 2e to the time, zone desired to be reserved. 

FIG. 2 depicts the state in which the cursor 2e has been aligned to the time zone of 

code number 3 because for the code number 1 and code number 2 time zones there was 

"0" number of empty seats. 
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When the above-mentioned reservation operation finishes, the next step S7 is 

proceeded to; and the reservation details (data) comprising the reservation code number 

and the reserved time zone, as well as the seat number and fee and the like are displayed 

in the general display part 2S. In the event they are acceptable, step S8 is proceeded to, 

and if the reservation registration key 4b is ON, the respective reservation registration 

processes of steps S9, SIO and SI 1 are executed. Next, step S12 is proceeded to and 

reservation lamp 4bR is lighted; and, in addition, furthermore, step S13 that displays a 

reservation completion message in the general display part 2S and step S14 that 

discharges the IC reservation card 10 by means of the card feed motor 8 are executed. 

Finally, the reservation process ends by means of removal of the IC reservation card 10 

from the insertion opening 3. 

On the other hand, in the event one wants to change the reservation after the 

reservation details display of the above-mentioned step S7 has been carried out, step S20 

is proceeded to; and, if the correction key 4c is ON, it is acceptable. When the correction 

key 4c has been set to ON, step S21 is proceeded to and the correction lamp 4cR is 

lighted. Furthermore, step S22 is proceeded to and a message to the effect that the 

message is being corrected (changed) is displayed in the general display part 2S. 

Afterwards, the reservation processes of step S5 and subsequent steps are again executed. 

After an entry time has been reserved as above, in the event one wants to set the 

alarm to sound an alarm before the reserved time, the process depicted in FIG. 7 is carried 

out. 

That is, first of all, in step S21 when the alarm set key 14g of the IC reservation 

card iO is set to ON, the next step S22 is proceeded to and the first (the lead) reservation 

data stored in the memory 31 is called. 

In the next step S23, it is determined whether or not an alarm reservation has 

already been made in this reservation data; and in the event there is no alarm (NO), the 
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next step S24 is proceeded to, and in the display unit 11 the above-mentioned first data, 

for example, is displayed as in FIG. 3. 

In the next step S25, the alarm set key 14g is operated and the alarm reservation 

time is selected. For the alarm reservation time, 60 minutes before, 30 minutes before, 20 

minutes before, 15 minutes before, 10 minutes before and 5 minutes before, for example, 

can all be selected by means of the alarm set key 14g. When this time selection is 

finished, the next step S26 is proceeded to and the time the alarm is sounded is 

calculated. That is, when the reserved time zone is 13:00 - 13:30 and the alarm reserved 

time is 30 before, 12:30 becomes the alarm set time. 

When the calculation of the above-mentioned alarm set time is fmished, step S27 

is proceeded to and the above-mentioned set details are displayed on the display unit 11. 

Next, when the alarm registration key 14h is set to ON in step S28, step S29 is proceeded 

to and the above-mentioned set details are written to memory 31 and processing ends. 

On the other hand, when it has been determined by the above-mentioned step S23 

that there is an alarm reservation (YES), step S30 is proceeded to and a message to the 

effect that "An alarm reservation has already been made" is displayed on the display unit 

11 and when the alarm reservation stops here, step S31 is proceeded to and, if the OFF 

key 14i is set to ON, it is acceptable. 

Furthermore, when one wants to change the details of an alarm reservation, if the 

reservation key 14e is set to ON by step S32 it is acceptable, and step 833 is executed and 

a change message is displayed in the display unit 11. Afterwards, it is acceptable if the 

reservation processes of the above-mentioned step S25 and subsequent steps are 

executed. 

Furthermore, vs4ien one wants to carry out an alarm reservation with respect to 

reservation data other than the first reservation data, if the next page key 14d is set to ON 
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in step S34, step S35 is executed and the reservation data of the next page is called from 

the memory 31. Next, this reservation data is displayed in the display unit 11 in step S36. 

After this, the above-mentioned processes of step S23 and subsequent steps are executed 

and an alarm reservation is set 

Furthermore, the display of the alarm set details is seen by means of the above- 

mentioned step S27, and when one wants to change the set details, the above-mentioned 

step S32 is proceeded to, and if the reservation key 14g is set to ON, the set details can be 

changed. 

Next, the procedure when entering a site P using an IC reservation card 10 that 

has had the above-mentioned reservation processing completed is explained in 

accordance with the flowchart of FIG. 8. 

At the time of entering, when the IC reservation card 10 is inserted into the 

insertion opening 3 of the entry reservation registration machine 1 in step S41, step S42 is 

proceeded to and the reservation data stored in the memory 31 of the IC reservation card 

10 is called up. Next, in step S43, it is determined whether or not there is reservation data 

related to the site concerned in this reservation data, that is, whether or not reservation 

data of the same site code number IT exists. When there is a reservation (YES), step S44 

is proceeded to and it is determined whether or not the present time is within the reserved 

time. When it is within the time (YES), step S45 is proceeded to. 

In step S45, the number of visitors "1" is added to the memory 21 of the entry 

reservation registration machine 1, and next step S46 is proceeded to and the reservation 

balance is subtracted from the money amount memory of the IC reservation card 10 and 

reconciled. 

When the above-mentioned reconciliation is fmished, step S47 is proceeded to 

and an entry permitted message is displayed in the general display part 2S. Next, step S48 
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is proceeded to and the reservation data concerned stored in the memory 31 of the IC 

reservation card 10 is erased, and step S49 is proceeded to. 

In step S49, card discharge is carried out by means of the card feed motor 8. In the 

next step S50 when the card is removed, step S51 is proceeded to; the gate device G of 

the site entrance Pa operates, the gate is opened, and entry is made possible. 

In the next step S52, when a gate sensor GS detects a visitor who enters from the 

entrance Pa which has had the gate opened as mentioned above, step S53 is proceeded to 

and the gate device G is closed and entry ends. 

On the other hand, in the above-mentioned step S43, when it has been determined 

that there is no reservation data (NO) of the site concerned, and, in step S44, when it has 

been determined that it is outside of the reserved time (NO), respectively, step S54 is 

proceeded to and a message of invalidity is displayed on the general display part 2S. 

Furthermore, in step S55, card discharge is carried out and entry becomes unpossible. 

(Effect) 

Because the entry reservation device of the present invention is as mentioned 

above, by installing an entry reservation registration machine at the entrance of each site, 

visitors themselves can carry out a reservation of each site using an IC reservation card; 

and, in addition, by inserting the above-mentioned IC reservation card into the entry 

reservation registration machine at the time of entry, the gate is opened and entry is made 

possible, consequently, the reservation acceptance and entry management of each site are 

automated and a great reduction of labor is made possible. 

Furthermore, the present invention can demonstrate the advantages that a 

reservation time does not overlap with that of another site because a visitor can select and 

reserve an entry time that suits his own schedule from within the reservation schedule 

table displayed, and that visitor can go to other sites and see points of interest until the 
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commencement of a performance (opening), and wasted time lining up and waiting at the 

entrance until the commencement of a performance is eliminated, and the time can be 

spent usefully, and coupled with the fact that, due to the transaction that collects the 

reservation money in advance from the money amount memory of an IC reservation card 

when reserving, the cancellation of reservations without notice can be held to a minimum; 

in particular the present invention is suitably used in reserving the times of sites or 

facilities where the times of the commencements of performances are specifically defined 

such as various expositions and leisure lands. 

4. Brief Explanation of the Drawings 

FIG. 1 is a constitution diagram that depicts an example of the installation of the 

entry reservation device of the present invention. FIG. 2 is a perspective view that depicts 

the appearance of the entry reservation registration machine. FIG. 3 is the front view of 

the IC reservation card. FIG. 4 is a constitution diagram of the card processing part. FIG. 

5 is a block diagram that depicts the electrical constitution of the entry reservation 

registration machine and the IC reservation card. FIG. 6 is a flowchart that explains tiie 

procedure when making a reservation. FIG. 7 is a flowchart that explains the procedure 

when setting the alarm. FIG. 8 is a flowchart tiiat explains tiie procedure when entering. 

1 is the entry reservation registration machine. 2 is a display device. 2S is a 

general display part 2T is the reservation schedule display part 3 is tiie card insertion 

part. 4 is tiie key device. 5 is tiie main body signal terminal. 8 is tiie card feed motor. 10 is 

tiie IC reservation card. 11 is a display unit. 12 is an alarm device. 13 is a signal terminal. 

14 is a key device. 20 is a CPU. 21 is memory. 30 is a CPU. 31 is memory. P is a site. Pa 

is an entrance. G is a gate device. GS is a gate sensor. 

Patent Applicant      Amano Corporation 

Aeent Patent Attorney       Masakazu Yashima [seal of Masakazu Yashima] 
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FIG.l 

Entrance 

FIG. 2 

IT     Site Code No. 1 - A 

Building 0000 

Entry reservation registration machine 

[illegible] 

FIG. 3 

11     Reserved time 13:00 -15:00 

Site code no. 1-A 

Seat no. B-375 

[illegible] 515 yen 

14a    Present time 

14b Balance 

14c    Card No. 

14d    Next page 

14e Reservation 

14f    Amount of money used 

14g    Alarm set 

14h    Alarm register 

FIG. 4 

IK    Drive circuit 

FIG. 5 

11 Display unit 

14     Key device 

12 Alarm device 



33 Battery 

34 Clock circuit 

32     Display lamp 

8      Card feed motor 

7      Card sensor 

Power source 

2       Display device 

22     Clock circuit 

4       Key device 

4bR - 4cR     Display lamp 

G      Gate device 

GS    Gate sensor 

FIG. 6 

Reservation start 

51 Insert card 

52 Data call 

53 Is reservation completed? 

516 "Reservation invalid" message 

517 Discharge card 

Duplicate reservation not possible 

54 Is there memory of the amount of money? 

518 "Amount of money is insufiBcient" message 

519 Discharge card 

Reservation not possible 

55 Reservation guide 

56 Reservation operation 

57 Reservation details 

520 Correction key ON 

521 Correction lamp lighted 
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S22 "Correction" message 

58 Reservation registration key ON 

59 (-1) to the number of empty seats memory [illegible] of the reservation machine 

S10 Write reservation details to the card memory 

SI 1 Clear reservation money from the memory of the amount of money of the card 

512 Reservation lamp lighted 

513 "Reservation completed" message 

514 Discharge card 

515 Remove card 

Reservation end 

FIG. 7 

Alarm set start 

521 Alarm set key on 

522 First reservation data call 

523 Is there an alarm reservation? 

524 First reservation data 

525 Select alarm reservation time 

526 Calculate alarm time 

527 Alarm set details 

528 Alarm registration key ON 

529 Write alarm set details to memory (or [illegible]) 

Alarm set end 

530 "Reservation finished" message 

531 OFF key ON 

End 

532 Reservation key ON 

533 "Alarm change" message 

534 Next page key ON 

535 Next page reservation data call 
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S3 6   Next page reservation data 

FIG. 8 

Enter start 

541 Insert card 

542 Data call 

543 Is there reservation data? 

544 Is it within the reserved time? 

545 Write the number of reserved visitors to memory 

546 Calculate reservation balance 

547 "Entry pemiitted" message 

549 Discharge card 

550 Remove card 

551 Open gate 

552 Detect visitor 

553 Close gate 

Entry end 

554 Invalid message 

555 Discharge card 

Entry not possible 
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